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About This Content

This DLC makes the game more brutal. You do not have enough blood and special effects in the game? Then you will like this
content.
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As a player of the modification, i can say: This has much potential, but it have a lot of work left. I will keep an eye on it and
hope the development wont stop. What it needs is polish. Contentwise there is enough. When it feels like the old mod i will
come back fore sure. I really hope the development wont stop, because its a Battlefield Vietnam :D. great puzzle game of a kind
i usually play to spend some time thinking.
there are a lot of similar games for mobile platforms, that are connected to accelerometer, in this one made for pc there are no
accelerometer and you operate with keyboard buttons, but its fun to play - game's pretty simple, the ball does not have any
peculiar abilities, you roll and gather burning totem images, however, you are given different beautifully visualized levels,
environments - they are so beautiful the game requires nearly 5gb to download - but who cares in 21st century, the age of
broadband connections and big harddrives :)))
games pretty cheap, has gaming cards you can sell, so why don't buy it?
i recommend for anyone who loves puzzle games of this kind.. Im really sorry but i must say i enjoyed the first hour of the game
( it got me it really got me) . But the bugs...... it randomly crashed 5-6 times in like 10 minutes. It totally took me out of the
game :( . Srry to say but the crashes ruined it for me . The Graphics and are ( Smooth\/ good ) Not perfect but good . The sounds
are 10\/10 . I think this game would be it for me ( but to many bugs and crashes ) .

Recommend ( atm no ) since it crashed for me
Recommend ( def YES ) if the crashes didnt occure ( also the translation to english on the papers would make a difference ).
Bought it before finnished innstalling the game. Had prob.the first 2 days. Choosed a upgrade with penalty on reload etc.
Better now without and enhanched range.
Low on reload speed, speed and manouver etc, but prob. no worse than most BS
Looks cool and have a good punch, as expected from a BS
As a beginner you do better in a cruiser. BS's us long range and miight be hard to sync speed, aiming and distance on enemy, but
you get fast better.......Helps looking at you tube on the pro's where they aim etc
I advise you to check futher among the BS before you buy. Check youTube etc.
those with better knowhow tell you (who's good). A game plagued with small technical mishaps.
Crashes every 2 - 3 hours
Resolution \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s up from time to time and is it just me or does the game sometimes look slightly
stretched?
Horrible FXAA and TAA implementation. I suggest turning of Filtering and AA, then install Reshade and activate the SMAA.
Found that the fancy grass simulation and the proprietary AO thingy increase the crash rate, so I would keep them off, you save
some FPS with nearly no visual downgrade too.

Also mandatory recommendation: Install Special K for some performance fixes. Read the manual CAREFULLY!
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/637650\/discussions\/0\/1697167168518535998\/

Would have refunded on these bases if the game wasn't so damn good.
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This is a decent game for newer fighters.
Most, if not all, characters have the same special activations, and is pretty easy to understand.
The controller support is wonky (upon setup, check the controller to make sure its what you want)
The fighting HUD is a bit weird to learn, but not too hard to learn.
Overall: light like, decent for fun. It came out in the shadow of Overwatch, but all-in-all it's an acceptable game.. 1. Make an
army
2. Slowly move it to the enemy
3. Make facturies on your way there
4. See how money flow in your pocket
5. Kill your army, because of enemy army
6. See how your way to your enemy is destroying
7. Wait for enemy to kill you or commit suicide by factory on your own "base"
10/10. good for bench marking. hoping for monster rancher... It's not so
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